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Cultural influences on word meanings revealed
through large-scale semantic alignment
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If the structure of language vocabularies mirrors the structure of natural divisions that are universally perceived, then the
meanings of words in different languages should closely align. By contrast, if shared word meanings are a product of shared
culture, history and geography, they may differ between languages in substantial but predictable ways. Here, we analysed the
semantic neighbourhoods of 1,010 meanings in 41 languages. The most-aligned words were from semantic domains with high
internal structure (number, quantity and kinship). Words denoting natural kinds, common actions and artefacts aligned much
less well. Languages that are more geographically proximate, more historically related and/or spoken by more-similar cultures
had more aligned word meanings. These results provide evidence that the meanings of common words vary in ways that reflect
the culture, history and geography of their users.

E

veryday words, such as ‘red’, ‘sad’, ‘house’, ‘run’ and ‘sister’, may
strike us as denoting concepts that exist independently of any
language. In a traditional view, words such as these map onto
conceptual categories that we acquire independently of experience with any language1–4. In a strong version of this universalist
view, word meanings are “more-or-less straightforward mappings
from a pre-existing conceptual space, programmed into our biological nature: humans invent words that label their concepts.”5.
Alternatively, vocabularies of different languages may reflect different solutions to categorizing objects, relations, actions and abstract
ideas6–9. In this alternative, relative, perspective, language vocabularies are culturally evolved sets of categories that we learn during
the course of learning a language10. Rather than reflecting an innate
store of concepts, or simply mapping onto categories extracted by a
common perceptual system—“The categories and types that we isolate from the world … we do not find there because they stare every
observer in the face, [but because they are organized by] linguistic
systems…”11.
The universalist and relative perspectives make some of the
same predictions: they both predict that languages may have many
‘culture-bound’12 words that have no translation equivalents in
another language. It is unsurprising that regional animals and natural features (such as ‘kangaroo’ and ‘fjord’), specialized artefacts
(‘carburetor’), technical terms (‘methylation’) and complex social
constructs (‘sabbath’) may be absent from certain languages. It is
precisely because of the non-universality of such meanings that
languages tend to borrow words that denote them wholesale from
other languages13,14. Both perspectives similarly enable vocabularies to adapt to differences in communicative need15. To the extent
that people in colder climates are more likely to need to distinguish
between ‘ice’ and ‘snow’, we should find that languages spoken in
colder climates are more likely to lexicalize this difference and,
indeed, we do16 (see also refs. 4,17–19).
However, when it comes to common everyday meanings, the
predictions of the universalist and relative perspectives diverge.
The universalist perspective predicts that words that denote common animals and artefacts, common natural features (for example,

‘river’ and ‘sand’), basic emotions, body parts and common
actions—meanings that should be similarly available to everyone
regardless of the language they speak—should closely align across
languages. On the whole, concrete terms may be expected to vary
less (that is, align better) than abstract terms. Differences, where
they are found, should be random and unpredictable. By contrast,
the relative view (in agreement with the intuitions of many lexicographers12,20) predicts that words that denote even highly concrete
and seemingly self-evident meanings may fail to align across languages. Importantly, the degree of alignment should be predictable
from cultural, historical and geographical factors. Languages that
are geographically closer, have more recent common ancestors and
are spoken by more culturally similar groups should have words
that are more alignable in meaning.
Here we examined which semantic domains (for example, animals, emotions, body parts and numbers) show the most and least
alignment between different languages, and whether alignment is
greater for more concrete terms, as predicted by the universalist
view. We then examined how alignment varies for different parts
of speech and how alignment relates to lexical factors, such as frequency and neighbourhood density. Finally, we examined whether
the alignment between one language and another is related to cultural and historical relatedness of the two languages.
What does it mean for two words to mean ‘the same thing’?
Semantic equivalence can be defined in functional terms: the meaning of a word w1 in one language (L1) is aligned with a word w2 in
another language (L2) if the two words are used in the same contexts
by L1 and L2 speakers. One reason why describing the semantic structure of natural languages is difficult is that word meanings, similar
to other psychological constructs, are not directly observable21. The
most direct way to assess semantic equivalence would be to query
L1–L2 speakers of multiple languages about the meanings of different words22–26. For example, the English word ‘impressed’ has an
unambiguously positive valence27, whereas the valence of its Italian
translation equivalent, ‘impressionato’, is relatively more negative28.
This difference in valence suggests that ‘impressed’ and ‘impressionato’ do not quite mean the same thing. However, this approach
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Fig. 1 | High alignment between English (‘Tuesday’) and Danish (‘Tirsdag’). A schematic of the algorithm for computing semantic alignment. The colour
denotes semantic similarity in the first language; similar colour ordering on both sides of the plot indicates a high level of alignment.

is difficult to implement at scale. For this reason, existing attempts
to quantify semantic structure have focused on comprehensively
analysing a specific language (often English29,30), cross-linguistic
comparisons of a small set of meanings31–35 or a single domain such
as emotion words36.
Here we present a large-scale analysis of vocabularies spanning
1,010 distinct ‘concepts’ in 41 languages (a list of the concepts is
provided in Supplementary Table 1.4.2.3). Our analysis specifically focuses on words that are, in principle, highly translatable,
and takes advantage of recent advances in distributional semantics. Distributional semantics is based on the idea that it is possible
to understand the meaning of words by observing the contexts in
which they are used—“you shall know a word by the company it
keeps”37. The meanings of w1 and w2 are similar to the extent that the
contexts in which they are used are similar. Early attempts to quantify semantic similarity using only contextual information were surprisingly successful at learning reasonable semantic embeddings38–40
but were hampered by computational intractability. Advances in
machine learning41, combined with the availability of large corpora
of digitized text, have now made it possible to estimate representations of word meanings—word embeddings—in a manner that correlates with human semantic judgments with a surprising degree
of subtlety42–51.
Semantic representations derived from word embeddings capture both the range of contexts in which a word is used and the
relative frequencies of those contexts. Comparing contexts of use
across languages enabled us to quantify, in a data-driven manner,
what is sometimes called ‘partial equivalence’52—similarities and
differences in the semantic profiles of translation-equivalent pairs.
If word meanings reflect self-evident natural partitions or universal

constraints on how people form concepts, we should find substantial regularities in these semantic profiles across languages. For
example, if the English meanings of ‘in’ and ‘out’ depend on categories that are embedded in the physical world, for example, inward
motion/outward motion as perceived by all humans, then translation equivalents of the English ‘in’ and ‘out’ are likely to be used in
all (or most) of the same contexts, yielding high alignment between
these terms and their translation equivalents in other languages.
We obtained word forms for 1,010 concepts in 41 languages using
the NorthEuraLex (NEL) dataset53. NEL is compiled from dictionaries and other linguistic resources that are available for individual
languages in Northern Eurasia. Translation pairs can be derived
from NEL because it provides word forms for the same set of concepts in multiple languages. For example, NEL provides word forms
for the concept ‘DOG’ in 107 languages (for example, English, ‘dog’;
French, ‘chien’; and Finish, ‘koira’). Each of the NEL concepts can
be assigned to a semantic domain (for example, the concept DOG
is assigned to the semantic domain ‘Animals’, whereas the concept
NOSE was assigned to ‘the body’) using the Concepticon organizing
scheme (see Methods).
In our main analyses, we analysed word embeddings derived
from applying the fastText skipgram algorithm to language-specific
versions of Wikipedia54. We also replicated these analyses using
embeddings derived from the OpenSubtitles2018 database55 and
from a combination of Wikipedia and the Common Crawl dataset56.
Details of these replications (Supplementary Information, section
1.2.2) and others, including an analysis of alignment using a much
larger set of translation equivalents (Supplementary Information,
section 1.2.1) and an analysis of how our alignment measure relates
to alignment derived from patterns of colexification (Supplementary
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav
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Fig. 2 | Low alignment between English (‘beautiful’) and French (‘beau’). A schematic of the algorithm for computing semantic alignment. The colour
denotes semantic similarity in the first language; perturbed colour ordering indicates a low level of alignment.

Information, section 5.3.3), are provided in the Methods and the
Supplementary Information.
Figures 1 and 2 schematize our alignment algorithm. For a given
language pair (Li and Lj) and concept (c), we first identified the closest k semantic neighbours of the word for c in the vector embeddings of Li (restricted to words that can be translated into Lj; in our
primary analyses, this means that semantic neighbours are limited
to the NEL vocabulary; analyses of larger translation vocabularies
are provided in section 1.2.1 of the Supplementary Information,
and details of how our method deals with NEL concepts that are
associated with multiple words are provided in section 1.1 of the
Supplementary Information). We then determined whether the
translations of these neighbours are also close semantic associates of the word for c in Lj. The directional semantic alignment
Li → Lj is the Pearson correlation between these sets of similarities
in both languages. For example, in Fig. 2, the closest neighbours
to the American English word ‘beautiful’ are ‘colorful’ (0.55), ‘love’
(0.53) and ‘delicate’ (0.51). French translations of these neighbours
are more distant from ‘beau’, (‘multicolore’ = 0.22, ‘aimer’ = 0.32
and ‘fin’ = 0.2). This reduces the correlation, so alignment is low
in this direction (alignment is lowest when neighbour similarities
are uncorrelated). The procedure was then repeated in the opposite
direction—the k closest semantic neighbours to the word for c in Lj
were identified and matched to their translations into Li; the same
Pearson correlation statistic was calculated for Lj → Li. The semantic
alignment of c is the average of the two correlations. We refer to this
quantity as a. Alternative measures of alignment are discussed in
section 1.4 of the Supplementary Information.
We used this algorithm to analyse semantic alignment in a dataset (see Methods) that includes 1,010 concepts across 21 semantic
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav

domains (for example, kinship, animals and body parts) with an
average of 48 concepts per domain (median = 40, minimum = 12,
maximum = 136) in 781 language pairings from 41 languages, spanning 10 language families, with an average of 797 concepts per language pair (median = 837, minimum = 67, maximum = 991).

Results

Validating computed semantic alignment. Does lower semantic
alignment correspond to words that mean different things in different languages? We validated that our alignment measure tracks
differences in translatability using several methods. First, we
obtained human-rated translation similarity for 201 Dutch–English
translation pairs in our dataset24. Computed alignment was significantly correlated with Dutch–English translation similarity judgments (r = 0.33, P < 0.001). This moderate correlation increased
to r = 0.60 (P = 0.02) when aggregated by the 15 semantic domains
that contained ratings for at least five words, and remained a significant predictor when controlling for semantic domain (b = 0.14,
95% confidence interval (CI) = 0.078–0.203, t = 4.37, P < 0.001)
and differences in log-transformed word frequency (b = 0.13, 95%
CI = 0.068–0.194, t = 4.08, P < 0.001). We further confirmed the
positive relationship between computed semantic alignment and
human ratings using a set of Japanese–English translatability ratings26 for 192 word pairs. These were also significantly correlated with
alignment (r = 0.29, P < 0.001); furthermore, we achieved a nearly
identical result using an independent set of machine-generated
translations to compute alignment (r = 0.30, P < 0.001).
As an additional validation, we used our semantic alignment measure to predict differences in name agreement for 750 images each
named by speakers of six languages (Spanish, English, French, Italian,
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Fig. 3 | Semantic alignment of 21 semantic domains. Semantic domains are ranked according to mean cross-linguistic semantic alignment, as computed
from word embeddings induced from Wikipedia (left), OpenSubtitles 2018 (middle), and Wikipedia and Common Crawl (right). Each point shows the
semantic alignment for a unique pair of languages averaged over all translation pairs in the relevant semantic domain. For the box plots, the centre line
shows the median, the box limits show the upper and lower quartiles, and the whiskers show 1.5× the interquartile range. The triangles show mean
alignment.

German and Netherlands Dutch)57. Unsurprisingly, some images are
named more consistently (for example, cat and gloves) than others
(such as megaphone and clothes drying rack). We expected that meanings with lower semantic alignment will correspond to less consistent
patterns of name agreement across the six languages. Overall, images
with lower name agreement (for example, ‘(clothes) hanger’ and ‘gym’)
corresponded to words with lower overall alignment between these
six languages (although the correlation is relatively small; r = 0.17,
P < 0.001). Interestingly, whereas some images had high name agreement in all six languages, other images had high agreement in some
languages but not in others. For example, an image of a clothes hanger
has high agreement in Spanish (100% produce ‘percha’), less in English
(77% produce ‘hanger’) and even less in Italian (only 33% produce
the modal response, ‘appendino’). We predicted that such differences
in agreement would be associated with lower alignment. Confirming
this prediction, larger differences in name agreement were associated with lower alignment (b = −0.20, 95% CI = −0.256 to −0.146,
t = −7.21, P < 0.001). This relationship continued to remain reliable
when adjusting for cross-linguistic differences in log-transformed
word frequencies, as well as when taking into account the geographical and historical relationships between languages (b = −0.13, 95%
CI = −0.190 to −0.071, t = −4.28, P < 0.001).
Comparing alignment in 21 semantic domains. As shown in Fig. 3,
alignment varied by semantic domain. On the universal perspective, alignment is predicted to be greatest for words denoting natural kinds and highly concrete meanings, such as common artefacts.
Our analysis did not reveal support for this prediction. There was no
statistically significant relationship between concreteness (derived

from English-based norms58) and alignment (t = −0.980, P = 0.33).
Some natural kind terms were relatively well aligned, for example,
‘dog’ (a = 0.37), ‘wind’ (a = 0.38) and ‘water’ (a = 0.28). As a benchmark, we calculated the alignment of NEL concepts in English
from two different corpora and found that the average alignment
was a = 0.53 (maximum = 0.98 for ‘thirty’, minimum = 0 for ‘rustle’,
Supplementary Information, section 1.3.2; further baseline analyses of cross-linguistic alignment are provided in section 1.3.1 of
the Supplementary Information). In light of this within-language
expectation, terms such as ‘dog’ and ‘food’ were well aligned across
languages. However, other natural kind terms had among the lowest
alignments—for example, ‘feather’ (a = 0.12) and ‘branch’ (a = 0.12).
Similarly, words pertaining to universal aspects of human existence showed variability in alignment, such as ‘move’ (a = 0.14),
‘sad’ (a = 0.32) and ‘food’ (a = 0.42). The most-aligned words were
instead number words, temporal terms (‘day’, ‘week’ and ‘spring’)
and common kinship terms (‘daughter’, ‘son’ and ‘aunt’) with alignments ranging from a = 0.49 to a = 0.84. Alignments for all 1,010
meanings are reported in Supplementary Table 1.4.2.3.
The meanings that are most alignable (for example, numbers
and kinship terms) stand out not as being especially concrete or
reflecting ‘natural’ joints, but as domains that have high internal
coherence. Although kinship systems vary, terms denoting close
kin relations are organized along a few dimensions, such as gender (son/daughter, mother/father) and generation (grandmother/
mother/daughter)59,60. This low dimensionality seems to enable
high alignment. Similarly, although a base-ten counting system is
a cultural invention, once adopted, it imposes strong constraints
such that the semantic difference between the English words ‘five’
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav
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and ‘ten’ is nearly identical to the difference between the Spanish
equivalents ‘cinco’ and ‘diez’. However, there is also systematic variation in number terms (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Information, section 4.2). The words for ‘1’ and ‘2’ have lower alignment than other
numerals, probably because they are grammaticalized as indefinite
and dual markers, respectively61. In general, alignment is lower for
words with more polysemous meanings (for example, Hungarian
‘hét’ means ‘7’ and ‘week’); an analysis of how semantic alignment
relates to polysemy, as quantified using colexification networks36,62,
is provided in section 5.3.2 of the Supplementary Information.
Alignment is also lower for larger numbers (P < 0.001), possibly due
to their lower absolute frequency in language63. For numbers of 50
or higher, alignment is lower if the numbers are constructed with
different numeral typologies (for example, ‘80’ in English is constructed as 8 × 10 but, in French, ‘quatre-vingts’ is 4 × 20 (ref. 32);
interaction effect, P < 0.001). These results are robust to controls for
historical relatedness. Although our alignment measure is sensitive
to only word co-occurrences, we can detect in the alignment patterns certain historical vestiges. For example, modern Danish uses a
standard base-ten system but some number terms still reflect their
historical roots in a base-twenty system (for example, 60 ‘tres’ is
3 × 20) and an archaic form of ‘half ’ (for example, 70 ‘halvfjerds’
is 3.5 × 20)32. These irregular Danish number terms align significantly less well with the corresponding numerical terms in other
languages compared with other Danish number terms (b = −0.02,
95% CI = −0.025 to −0.018, t = −11.25, P < 0.001; Fig. 4).
Predicting alignment from syntactic and lexical factors. We next
examined how alignment relates to several other lexical properties. ‘Part of speech’ was a highly significant predictor of alignment,
accounting for 16% of the variance (P < 0.001). Verbs, conjunctions
and prepositions were the least aligned; ‘wh’ words and numerals
were the most aligned (Fig. 5). There was no statistically significant interaction between part of speech and concreteness
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav

(χ28 = 1.58, P = 0.127). Other significant predictors of alignment
were absolute differences in word frequency and semantic neighbourhood density64 (a simple measure of the extent to which words
are embedded in a system of semantically related terms). Larger
differences in log-transformed word frequencies65 were correlated with lower alignment (r = −0.20; b = −0.04, 95% CI = −0.04
to −0.037, t = −77.25, P < 0.001). Similarly, greater differences in
the log-transformed semantic neighbourhood density (computed
for all languages; Supplementary Information, section 1.1.5) were
negatively correlated with alignment (r = −0.13; b = −0.01, 95%
CI = −0.0104 to −0.0099, t = −67.72, P < 0.001). Semantic domain,
part of speech, frequency and neighbourhood density differences
accounted for 30% of the variance in alignment in a mixed-effects
model with language pair and concept as random effects.
Furthermore, our semantic alignment measure was strongly
related to the rate at which word-forms change over time. How
quickly a word form changes is not only related to its frequency66,
but also to its alignment. More aligned meanings tended to have
word forms that show slower rates of change (Supplementary
Information, section 1.3.4).
Predicting semantic alignment from culture and history. The
relative perspective predicts that languages spoken by people with
more-similar cultures should align to a greater extent. Confirming
this prediction, we found that cultural similarity (the proportion of
cultural traits in common on the basis of 92 non-linguistic cultural
traits for 39 societies representing 39 languages in our sample67)
predicted semantic alignment between languages (b = 0.20, t = 6.01,
P < 0.001). Word meanings of more-similar cultures aligned better.
The same pattern was found for geographical distance (b = −0.20,
t = −6.42, P < 0.001), and for a patristic-distance-based measure
(Supplementary Information, section 4.1) of language history
(available only for Indo-European languages, b = −0.178, t = −3.03,
P = 0.002). Cultural similarity continued to correlate with semantic
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alignment when controlling for language history and geographical
proximity (b = 0.25, t = 3.16, P = 0.002). In these tests, we used language families and geographical area as random effects to control
for non-independence of languages. Additional tests that further
assess the robustness of these relationships to non-independence
are provided in section 4.1 of the Supplementary Information.
Our finding that semantic alignment is predictable to a certain
extent from culture, language history and geography (R2 = 0.363)
contrasts with previous research based on patterns of polysemy,
which failed to find these relationships and has been interpreted
as support for the universalist perspective34. We calculated a
polysemy-based alignment measure (Supplementary Information,
section 5.2) using a recent, large-scale database62 of common colexifications (an approach that has been successfully used to quantify
semantic alignment in the specific semantic domain of emotion
vocabulary36). First, we established that the relationship between
semantic alignment and cultural similarity is robust to controls for
polysemy (Supplementary Information, section 5.3.3). Second, we
examined whether colexification is related to cultural similarity (and
geographical proximity) in the same manner that our distributional
measure of alignment is. This polysemy-based measure of semantic
alignment was not statistically significantly related to cultural similarity, and was a much weaker predictor of geographical distance
compared with the distributional measure of semantic alignment
(Supplementary Information, section 4.1; see Discussion).
Using our distributional approach to alignment, we also investigated the relationship between overall cultural similarity and
semantic alignment within each semantic domain (Supplementary
Information, section 4.1). The strongest correlations were for words
related to ‘food and drink’ (r = 0.29), ‘time’ (r = 0.27), ‘animals’
(r = 0.26) and ‘the body’ (r = 0.23; adjusted P values < 0.001). The
weakest correlations were for words related to ‘motion’, ‘basic actions’,
‘emotion’ and ‘cognition’ (adjusted P values > 0.1). We can also compute cultural similarity for specific cultural domains (for example,
‘subsistence type’, ‘rituals’ and ‘marriage and kinship’67 rather than
semantic domains for words. Cultural similarity related to ‘subsistence type’ was correlated with semantic alignment in domains
including ‘food and drink’ (r = 0.30), ‘animals’ (r = 0.29), ‘agriculture
and vegetation’ (r = 0.25), ‘clothing and grooming’ (r = 0.25), ‘social
and political relations’ (r = 0.15) and ‘spatial relations’ (r = 0.10, all

adjusted P values < 0.05). These reflect well-known relationships
between subsistence types and culture5,18,68–74. Cultural similarity
related to settlement (group size, community organization and so
on) was correlated with semantic alignment in domains including
‘kinship’ (r = 0.28), ‘the physical world’ (r = 0.13) and ‘spatial relations’ (r = 0.11, adjusted P values < 0.05), also reflecting previous
findings75,76. Finally, cultural similarity related to political organization was correlated with the semantic alignment of words related to
the body (r = 0.21, adjusted P = 0.001), perhaps reflecting the use of
metaphors of society as a body77,78.
For 19 Indo-European languages for which fine-grained historical and geographical proximity were available79,80, we found
that semantic alignment was significantly correlated with historical
proximity (r = 0.34, 95% CI = 0.16–0.5, one-tailed P = 0.01), but not
geographical proximity (r = 0.26, 95% CI = 0.18–0.37, one-tailed
P = 0.08). Figure 6 shows relationships between Indo-European
languages inferred solely from their semantic alignments. For these
languages, we estimated the relative contribution of geography, history and culture to alignment in each semantic domain. The relative
effect of historical proximity did not differ much between domains.
The relationship with cultural similarity was stronger than the relationship with geographical proximity for most domains (the three
largest differences were for kinship, animals and the body; the three
smallest differences were for motion, possession and spatial relations). These results hint at a trade-off—the stronger the relationship with geographical proximity, the weaker the relationship with
cultural similarity (r = −0.53, P = 0.014). There was no statistically
significant trade-off between cultural similarity and historical proximity (r = 0.27, P = 0.24).
In summary, semantic alignment was to some extent predictable
from cultural similarity and historical relationships between languages. Strikingly, semantic alignment between languages is better
predicted by cultural similarity than by the geographical proximity
of the populations who speak them.

Discussion

We computed semantic alignment for 1,010 meanings in 41 languages using distributed semantic vectors derived from multilingual
natural language corpora. Comparing the structure of the resulting
semantic spaces enabled us to measure at scale whether translation
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav
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Fig. 6 | Semantic distances for Indo-European languages. Semantic
distances between languages visualized as a neighbour-net (generated
using Splitstree97; Supplementary Information, section 4.3). Distances
are represented along the shortest path between language nodes. The
semantic distances reflect established historical relationships, as shown
by the labelling of the major sub-branches according to Glottolog80.
Conflicting signals are shown as parallel lines. For example, English
shows a conflicting signal between Germanic and Romance, which reflects
its mixed history.

equivalents really mean the same thing in each language. To the
extent that the vocabularies of different languages organize the
world in similar ways—carving nature at its joints—their vocabularies are expected to converge on common categories and therefore should be highly alignable. By contrast, if different languages
impose their own structure—carving joints into nature—word
meanings may align to a more limited extent; a word and its translation equivalent may not mean quite the same thing and meanings
that are easy to express in one language may not be easy to express
in another.
We found that semantic alignment varies strongly with semantic
domain (Fig. 3). Words for common artefacts, actions and natural
kinds—meanings that should be highly aligned on a strong universalist account—were found to have only intermediate alignments.
Contributing to this lower alignment were cross-linguistic differences in word frequency, differences in semantic neighbourhood
densities and differences in patterns of polysemy15,34,81.
We observed the highest semantic alignment in domains characterized by high internal structure: numbers, temporal terms and
kinship terms. This result suggests that the structure of, for example,
a base-ten number system and a twelve-month calendar—products
of cultural evolution the acquisition of which may require experience with language82,83—constrains semantic relationships among
words such as ‘five’ and ‘ten’, and ‘month’ and ‘year’ in a very similar
manner in different languages. These high alignments may reflect
a universal basis for representing these concepts84, but the fact that
alignment for kinship and temporal terms was further predicted
by non-linguistic measures of cultural similarity speaks to the
influence of culture on linguistic structure in these highly aligned
domains. Although alignment of number words was not predicted
by overall cultural similarity, alignment patterns of specific numerals for different languages were strongly influenced by the linguistic
formation of these numerals (for example, whether the word for 12
is atomic (as in English) or is a composite form (for example, 10 + 2,
as in Bulgarian; Supplementary Information, section 4.2).
It may be tempting to ascribe our finding that words denoting
common natural kinds and other everyday meanings have only
intermediate alignment to random noise or other inadequacies of
Nature Human Behaviour | www.nature.com/nathumbehav

our method. However, the extent of such (mis)alignment between
different languages was not random, but predictable from estimates
of historical, geographical and cultural relatedness. Languages with
greater shared history, languages that are geographically closer and
languages that are spoken by more-similar cultures (as estimated
from independent sources) have greater semantic alignment. This
result shows that automatically derived natural language semantics
contain a strong signal of cultural and historical processes.
Our reliance on corpus-derived semantic representations has
limitations. Human semantic representations encode many relationships that are not present in semantics learned from word use
alone85,86. Semantic knowledge automatically derived from corpora reflects only information contained in language and therefore
under-represents what people learn about the meaning of words
from direct interactions with the world. For example, the meaning
of ‘dog’ in distributional semantic terms is derived from the contexts
in which the word occurs, and includes people’s direct experiences
with dogs only to the extent that they are reflected in language.
Although this means that distributional semantics provides an
incomplete account of word meanings, distributional semantic
analyses such as ours can be viewed as a conservative estimate of
cross-linguistic differences in word meaning—differences that are
not reflected in language use are likely to only lower estimates of
semantic alignment.
Our finding that many words denoting natural kinds and common, concrete meanings show only intermediate alignment between
languages, combined with the finding that this alignment is related
to cultural, historical and geographical factors, conflicts with conclusions from some recent studies34,81 in which semantic alignment
was operationalized in terms of similarity of polysemy networks
(that is, translation equivalents are similar to the extent that they
colexify in the same manner). For example, Youn et al.34 reported
that polysemy-based alignment between geographically proximate
or culturally similar languages was no greater than between randomly selected languages—“consistent with the hypothesis that
cultural and environmental factors have little statistically significant
effect on the semantic network of the [concepts]”. This absence of
an effect was interpreted as supporting the universalist view. Our
view is that analyses of polysemy networks are extremely valuable
in that they help us to understand how senses of words change over
time. This process of change may indeed be very similar across
languages87.
However, historical regularities of sense formation do not necessarily mean that translation equivalents with similar polysemy networks mean the same thing in each language, for example, some of
the senses may be much more frequent in one language or another
resulting in less alignment than polysemy networks suggest. By contrast, translation equivalents with different polysemy networks do
not necessarily mean very different things, for example, some of the
attested senses may not be in current use. Accordingly, our analyses
reveal that polysemy-based alignment, although positively correlated with our alignment measure based on distributional semantics, was only weakly related to human translatability judgments
(for example, accounting for 6.5 times less variance in English–
Dutch translatability human norms24 and 2.8 times less variance in
accounting for cross-linguistic differences in consistency of picture
naming57; Supplementary Information, section 5.3). These results
suggest that, of the two approaches to alignment, measures based on
distributional semantics may more closely reflect differences in how
words are actually used.
We were able to reproduce the absence of a relationship between
polysemy-based alignment and geographical and cultural factors (Supplementary Information, section 4.1), suggesting that the
difference between the current results and previous findings does not
stem exclusively from differences between the sample of concepts and
languages analysed, or from differences in how cultural similarity is
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operationalized. Our measure of alignment based on distributional
models of human semantic representations was strongly associated
with geographical and cultural proximity—a relationship that supports the relative position over the universalist position.
We view our research as an early attempt to quantify semantic alignment at scale using distributional semantics. Advances in
machine learning—such as new methods for unsupervised alignment of vector spaces88, and contextual word embeddings89—are
likely to help to scale this approach even further, and address some
of its limitations. Although we were able to use several datasets to
validate our alignments against human data24,26,57, and to verify that
the results are robust to changes in training corpora (Supplementary
Information, section 1.2.2), we recognize the need for additional
validation using translatability ratings from multilingual participants. Our alignment values can be used to compile stimulus lists
for these studies in ways that maximize informativeness, for example, by strategically choosing words that are predicted to have high
and low translatability.
Our results do not fully fit into either the universalist or relative
perspectives. The ranking of semantic domains by their alignment
(Fig. 3) has unexpected elements when viewed through either the
relative or the universalist lens. The finding that numerals, time,
kinship and sense words have relatively high alignment may be
viewed as supporting the idea that these word meanings derive from
universal cognitive and perceptual biases. However, the finding that
alignment is uncorrelated with concreteness and that some of the
most concrete domains have relatively low alignment is unexpected
on the universalist view, as are our findings that alignment of even
relatively aligned domains, such as kinship and temporal terms, is
strongly influenced by cultural similarity.
Our findings do not rule out the existence of universal semantic
primitives into which many common words can be decomposed90,91,
although see refs. 92,93. We think that progress in this direction probably comes from large-scale efforts focusing on aligning languages
using multilingual embeddings of words and larger verbal constructions derived from naturalistic language corpora.

Methods

Data. The primary dataset that we examined (Supplementary Information,
section 1.4.2) is a subset of the intersection of NEL and fast-text word embeddings
trained on Wikipedia, filtered to exclude the following: any languages of which
Wikipedia data do not exceed a small set of quality criteria; and any concepts that
are not present in at least 20 languages. These filtering criteria (further details of
which are provided in section 1.2.3 of the Supplementary Information) did not
have a significant impact on our conclusions. Section 2 of the Supplementary
Information provides details for all of the analyses reported in main text, including
the statistical tests that we used, as well as the number of languages, language pairs,
concepts and language families (these details varied between analyses because not
all of the language pairs of which the alignment we calculated were available in the
all of the data sources that we examined).
Notably, the 39 languages used in relating alignment to cultural similarity,
geography and language history (Supplementary Information, section 4) were not
a strict subset of the 41 languages used in the main analyses because restricting
the sample to the languages that passed our filtering criteria reduced the overlap
to 20 languages. To account for potentially low concept coverage in some of these
languages, we included the number of concepts as a covariate in the models.
Repeating the analyses on the 20-language subset yielded the same conclusions.
We mapped concepts listed in NEL to entries in the Intercontinental Dictionary
Series (IDS) using the Concepticon94. The IDS is structured into chapters, which
we used to assign each of the NEL concepts to a semantic domain. A full list of
semantic domains and their mapping to NEL concepts is provided in section 1.4.2
of the Supplementary Information.
Algorithm. A formal description of the procedure that we used to calculate
alignment for word pairs, concepts, language pairs and semantic domains
is provided in section 1.1 of the Supplementary Information. Aggregate
cross-linguistic alignment (at the concept and domain level) reflects simple
averages taken over word-pair-level alignment in all language pairs for which
relevant data were available. All analyses reported in the main text used neighbour
search depth k = 100.
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Replications. We replicated our main findings using alternative word embeddings
and translation sets (including a much larger set of 20,000 translation equivalents
available for a smaller number of languages95). We show strong correlations
between our primary analyses and these replications at the level of word-pairs,
concepts, language pairs and semantic domains (Supplementary Information,
section 1.2). These replications justify the decision to treat alignment among the
NEL concepts calculated from Wikipedia-trained embeddings as our primary
dataset.
We also analysed the following: deliberately corrupted corpora to establish
baseline rates of alignment (Supplementary Information, section 1.3.1); alignment
between two embeddings models of a single language (English) trained on
different corpora (Supplementary Information, section 1.3.2); alignment in
embeddings spaces trained on lemmatized corpora (Supplementary Information,
1.2.5); alignment using different numbers of semantic neighbours (the only free
parameter of our algorithm; Supplementary Information, section 1.2.2); and
alignment calculated using alternative measures of structural similarity in vector
spaces (Supplementary Information, section 1.1.4).
Cultural similarity. The measure of cultural similarity was based on cultural traits
from the Ethnographic Atlas as linked to languages in D-PLACE67. Missing values
were imputed by multiple imputation using classification and regression trees96,
including language family as a conditioning factor. During testing, this method
imputed the correct value for held-out data 74% of the time, compared with a
baseline of imputation by random choice of 19%. Cultural distances between two
language groups were calculated as the average Gower distances between traits in
100 imputed sets. Further details are provided in section 4.1 of the Supplementary
Information.
Historical and geographical relationships. Historical proximity was measured
using patristic distances in a phylogenetic tree of 19 Indo-European languages79.
Geographical proximity was measured as the great-circle distance between the
cultural centres of each language as defined in Glottolog80. Further details are
provided in section 4.1 of the Supplementary Information.
Reporting Summary. Further information on research design is available in the
Nature Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability

Data and reproducible analyses are available at https://osf.io/tngba/.

Code availability

Code to implement the alignment algorithm is available at https://osf.io/tngba/.
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